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LIVING THE 
STRENUOUS LIFE 

I n 1911 Horace Fletche~, :Vho was best ~nown as a nutriti~nist 
and health reform · acbv1st, was appomted to the National 
Council of the Boy Scouts of America. In a letter to James 

West, then the BSA's chief executive, Fletcher expressed his "ut
most approval of the aims of the organization" and recounted some 
of his own experiences with athletics and social policy. "At the time 
of the Sand Lot Riots in San Francisco," he explained, "I was 
president of the famous Olympic Gymnastic Athletic Club ... of 
that city, and raised a company of athletes and gymnasts within the 
club which was immediately added to the National Guard of the 
State." 1 

Fletcher's actions were not exceptional for his time. In many 
states the National Guard had been formed to combat and control 
labor unrest and other violence that had been steadily growing from 
the late 187os through the turn of the century. The association of 
gymnastics and athletics with the maintenance of order was no 
longer a new idea at the turn of the century, but it took on added 
significance as middle-class and wealthy Americans tried to respond 
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Living the Strenuous Life 

Strikes and riots rocked urban America in 1877 and again in 1886 Left: 
"The Great Strike-The Sixth Maryland Regiment Fighting Its Way 
Through Baltimore," Harper's Weekly, August 11, 1877, front page. 
Right: "The Great Strike of Street Railway Employees in New York 
City, March 3-5," Frank Leslie's Illustrated Weekly, March 13, 1886, 
p. S7 
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to the profound social and cultural crisis that had been in the making for 
decades but that seemed to have burst upon them in the 189os. 

The genesis of this upheaval was the depression of 1873-1878 and the 
bitter, often violent confrontations between capital and labor that marked 
the period. In 1877 violent strikes between railroad workers and manage
ment broke out almost simultaneously across the country, a phenomenon 
that seemed to indicate collusion among the strikers. Sensationalist newspa
per accounts of the pitched battles between strikers and state militias were 
often accompanied by engravings that showed great masses of people 
marching against less numerous policemen or militiamen while railroad cars 
and buildings blazed in the background: visions of society run amok, of class 
war. 

The labor strife of the seventies did not recede as the economy improved. 
Strikes and violence were common occurrences in the Pennsylvania coal 
fields throughout the 188os, most of the activity having been initiated by 
such groups as the Molly Maguires, who allegedly plotted the wholesale 
assassination of management. At first immigrants were used by the owners 
to break the strikes, but soon they too organized into unions. Coal workers, 
many of whom were Hungarian, struck in 1886; their action was labeled the 
work of foreign radicals. Even more ominous was the strike of street railway 
workers in New York City in the same year. Europe's riotous disarray had 
come to America. 

Until the 188os-or so critics of the "new immigration" from southern 
and eastern Europe liked to think-those who came to America were "the 
best of the lot," hardy souls who were steeled first by their passage over the 
Atlantic, and then by the experience of life on the frontier. In his introduc
tion to The Descent of Man ( 1871 ), Charles Darwin had noted that "the 
wonderful progress of the United States as well as the character of the 
people are the results of natural selection; for the more energetic, restless, 
and courageous men from all parts of Europe have emigrated during the last 
ten or twelve generations to that great country and have there succeeded 
best." D . H . Wheeler, in an 1873 Popular Science Monthly article entitled 
"Natural Selection and Politics," expressed a common if simplistic opti
mism: "History shows us a struggle of races," Wheeler wrote, "and we who 
survive are ready enough to believe that the strongest survive because they 
are the best." Anglo-Saxon culture was thought vital enough to absorb the 
best aspects of foreign cultures, while maintaining its essential character. 2 

The "more energetic, restless, and courageous" men and women Darwin 
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Living the Strenuous Life 

had observed had, by 1899, become "beaten men from beaten races; repre
senting the worst failures in the struggle for existence," as prominent econo
mist Francis A. Walker argued. "They have none of the ideas and aptitudes 
which ... belong to those who are descended from the tribes that met under 
the oak trees of old Germany to make laws and choose chieftains."3 A 
generation of American historians who trained in the 188os had traced the 
history of American governmental institutions to thirteenth-century En
gland and the struggle between the knights and King John for the Magna 
Carta, and ultimately to the Black Forest of Germany, where tribes of 
Germans congregated and produced the "germs" of democracy. 4 By finding 
the origins of American institutions in England and Germany, historians 
not only identified their roots but also excluded all others, not just from 
cultural traditions but, they hoped, from any claim to legitimate governmen
tal power. In his two-volume study, The Life and Letters of fohn Hay ( 1915 ), 
William Roscoe Thayer characterized the settlers of the Old Northwest 
(the present upper midwestern states) as vastly superior to the "Irish bog
trotter, [who was] as illiterate and bigoted as the Calabrian peasant or the 
Russian serf ... the pitiable offscourings from the capitals of Europe who 
in the late nineteenth century were seeking American shores."5 

This sense of exclusiveness in part explains the surge in nationalistic 
fervor and popular interest in American history that occurred in the late 
nineteenth century. Fueled first in mid 187os by the Centennial celebration 
of 1876, the craze for colonial and Revolutionary War relics and informa
tion reached an almost fever pitch by the 18gos. Scores of local and regional 
histories of the ancient towns of the East Coast were published from the 
mid 188os through the 1920s. Americans bought new "colonial"-style fur
nishings by the roomful, as well as foodstuffs, carpet sweepers, and just about 
everything else that had Colonial as a brand name. 

They also formed a variety of genealogical organizations, which tied 
membership to an ability to trace one's lineage back to the Revolutionary 
armies, specific political groups (such as the Society of Cincinnati), or 
passage on the Mayflower. Americans of Anglo-Saxon descent busily plowed 
through archives in libraries all over the country, hoping to establish their 
connection to the proper sort of American described by such popular fiction 
writers as Winston Churchill, Maurice Thompson, and Paul Leicester Ford, 
whose novels contained detailed genealogical tracings of the old heroes and 
heroines and thinly veiled hostility to immigrants .6 

The Haymarket bombings of 1886 fused together middle-class fears of 
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workers and immigrants, identifying those involved in union activities and 
violence as somehow not American, whatever their country of birth. In 
Public Opinion, a business-oriented periodical, one writer warned of im
minent disaster. "I am no race-worshipper," he stated, "but . . . if the 
master race of this continent is subordinated to or overrun with the com
munistic and revolutionary races, it will be in grave danger of social disas
ter." The stampede image touched one of the great fears of the late 
nineteenth century: the presence of great numbers-masses--of people 
who did not comprehend established American values. They were arriving 
on American shores in greater numbers than ever before, and at a time 
when changing social, demographic, and even environmental conditions 
seemed to make immigrants capable of challenging the established Ameri
can power structure. 

In 1886, the same year as the "anarchist" Haymarket bombings, Thomas 
P. Gill had written an essay for the North American Review that was full 
of foreboding for its readers, who were primarily middle-class and elite 
Americans. "The public domain in the United States is now exhausted," 
Gill warned in "Landlordism in America." The significance of Gill's obser
vation-which Frederick Jackson Turner built upon in his paper of 1893, 
"The Significance of the Frontier in American History" -was that new
comers to the American soil would no longer have the opportunity to 
experience the rigors of farm and frontier life. Neither would those adversely 
affected by the overcrowding of cities be able to release this pressure through 
the "safety valve" of moving west. Moreover, the industrialized economy 
had resulted in large cities much like the "capitals of Europe" Thayer had 
decried-dens of filth and crime so intolerable that immigration to the 
United States seemed to many the only remaining hope. These newcomers, 
and their allies among the working class and the corrupt city politicians 
(most of whom were devoted to the Democratic party) could "overrun" the 
"master race" by the sheer force of their numbers? 

The threat to established American institutions was not solely an external 
one. The 188o census had revealed a steadily declining birth rate among 
Anglo-Saxon families throughout the nineteenth century, committing, in 
the terminology of the day, "race suicide." "It is perfectly clear," wrote the 
Reverend John Ellis in The Deterioration of the Puritan Stock and Its Causes 
( 1884), "that without a radical change in the religious ideas, education, 
habits, and customs of the natives, the present populations and their de
scendants will not rule ... a single generation." In 1901 Edwin A. Ross 
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raised the specter of race suicide as he berated Americans for their neglect 
of familial duties, their neurasthenic urban lives, and general physical debil
ity. Twenty years later, Irving Fisher, a distinguished professor of political 
economy at Yale, still worried that white Americans would "quietly lie down 
and let some other race run over us."B 

The question revolved not around the identity of those threatening the 
system, but around how to combat the problem. The notion that the 
"Puritan stock" was fundamentally superior and inherently good persisted, 
but it was a dwindling and unhealthy stock. The formulation of the race 
suicide theory and an increasing emphasis on the study of heredity (in 
particular, eugenics, or selective breeding) helped focus American concerns 
for the vitality of the nation on the health of both men and women. Women 
were a special concern because they bore, nursed, and raised children. "We 
want to have body as well as mind," wrote T. S. Clouston in Female 
Education from a Medical Point of View (1882), "otherwise degeneration 
of the race is inevitable." Eight years later, the much more popular Ladies' 
Home Calisthenics ( 1890) began with the statement, "The health of com
ing generations and the future of a nation depend in great part upon the 
girls. They are to be the coming mothers; and, as such, obligations for the 
formation of a new race are incumbent upon them. These obligations they 
can by no means fulfill unless they are sound in body and in mind." Mary 
Wood-Allen, author of many popular advice books for young women, main
tained that "each girl's health is a matter of national and racial importance" 
because "evil traits and tendencies of mind or morals are transmissible. "9 

As schoolgirls, women had been able to participate in calisthenic exercises 
-sometimes with men-from middle of the nineteenth century. Calis
thenic guides written specifically for women abounded in the latter years of 
the century, in part as a response to the concern for women's health. One 
writer traded upon turn-of-the-century American admiration for things and 
designs of the Japanese and expressed the hope that "the science of jui-jitsu" 
would show "the path for the new physical woman to pursue." The "new 
physical woman" was the reformer's dream-the woman who finally re
jected corsets, ate sensibly, worked hard at becoming an athlete, and bore 
a large family. 10 

In the 189os athletic opportunities expanded beyond tennis, badminton, 
and croquet to include basketball (especially at midwestern colleges), golf, 
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Women had been encouraged to participate in calisthenics since the 
18sos, and by the turn of the century, magazines published for women 
regularly carried advertisements for the health-conscious reader. In the 
privacy of her dressing room or bath, any woman could be beautiful. 
Advertisement from The Ladies' Home Journal, December 1897, p. 43 · 

swimming, cycling, and some track and field . The "national game" of 
baseball, football, and boxing were too strenuous for women, but rowing and 
canoeing were popular activities. Only those sports which invigorated 
women's constitutions without endangering their reproductive capacities 
were considered appropriate. Exercise enthusiasts also asserted that properly 
supervised sport might help delay a young woman's sexual curiosity and 
awakening, a situation that many physical educators, physiologists, and 
parents thought desirable. 

The nineteenth-century sportswoman was not encouraged to compete as 
her male counterparts were, but to strive against herself using her own 
performance as an index of health. Colleges such as Smith and Mount 
Holyoke in the East and the Universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin in 
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Physical fitness and health food advocates were among the first to support 
a more equal position for women in A merican society, even if most saw 
dietary reform mainly as a vehicle to prepare for their traditional role as 
mothers. Advertisement, American, ca. 1920. 
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the Midwest had active teams, but there was no intercollegiate play. High 
schools established programs for their students but discouraged interscholas
tic games or rivalries . Even when two schools met, the teams were mixed 
and divided, the assumption being that competition-playing to win-was 
unladylike; it might lead to behavior that might be appropriate in the 
business world, but would certainly be unfit for the home, where women 
were thought to belong. (That practice continued into the 1970s at some 
private schools.) Yet for all this aversion to the aggressiveness of the ideology 
of winning, physical educators justified the need for exercise and sport as 
a way to better develop women for the struggle for survival. "Life is one long 
competition, so why not prepare for it in the gymnasium," wrote Bryn 
Mawr's director of physical culture, Louisa Smith11 

Collegiate sports for women were an experience of the few. Marriage was 
still considered a more important goal than education, and even those with 
enough money were not necessarily convinced that postsecondary training 
was important or even proper for a young woman . The popular break
through into athleticism for women came not at school, but on the roadway. 
The "wheel," as the bicycle was called in the 189os, did more to engage 
women in health-related exercise than any other single activity or invention. 

The bicycle appeared on the American scene in the late 188os and 
became a "craze" by the 189os. "The present and steadily increasing popu
larity of the 'bipendaliferous wheel,' " wrote a columnist in Demorest's 
Monthly in 1887, "that is to its enthusiastic advocates 'a thing of beauty 
and a joy forever,' . .. promises to be the universally accepted steed of the 

Women learning the basics of field hockey at Hood College. Many 
women's colleges adopted their male counterparts' enthusiasm for sport, if 
not for "healthy barbarism. " Even in competition decorum was 
important. 
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future." The early "celeripedes" of the 183os-two wheels connected by a 
bar-had no pedaling or braking mechanisms and were dangerous, if excit
ing for the thrill seeker. Crank-driven velocipedes were introduced in the 
186os, but like "celeripedes," they were expensive and exhausting. More 
people-men especially-took up the bicycle with the introduction of the 
"ordinary" in the 1870s. With its large front wheel and small back wheel, 
riding an ordinary was popular sport for those who could master it. But it 
too had no brakes; its large front wheel-sometimes as much as five feet in 
diameter-made it difficult to control, and a spill was a nasty experience. 
Few if any women rode them. The "safety" bicycle, with both wheels the 
same size, was designed and produced in great numbers by 189os. With the 
addition of pneumatic tires, mass-produced for the first time in 1889, the 
bicycle assumed its present form .12 

For many young men and women, to own a bicycle was to realize a dream. 
Harriet Baillie of Massachusetts recorded in her diary for 1894 that "Russell 
[her brother] and I each have a safety. I have dreamed about it ever since 
they first appeared." 13 Bicycles were not cheap by the standards of the 
189os: a "Crawford" cost $6o to $75 in 1895. Few members of the working 
class owned one. Still, unlike gymnastics or sports, which were too vigorous 
or expensive for many people, almost anyone who could find the money
men, women, older, thin, or overweight people-could ride a bicycle, which 
in part explains its popularity. Bicycles also gave young people mobility. 
Bicycle posters often subtly promoted this feature, sometimes showing a 
young man and woman on their bikes without the presence of other people, 
surely an attraction for courting couples. 

The "wheel" was also good for one's health. Bicycle exercise in the open 
air was considered particularly beneficent, and both advertisers and health 
advocates seized upon this aspect of the bicycle almost immediately. In 1893 
the Columbia Manufacturing Company advertised its purposes in lofty 
terms of economic realism . "It is our business to do good and make money," 
their advertisements proclaimed, "to preach the glorious gospel of Outdoors 
-to supply the vehicle of the healthful happiness-to suggest that everyone 
join the bicycle army of vigorous health. " 14 

Like nearly every other panacea of the nineteenth century-water, calo
mel, gymnastics, electricity-the wheel was allegedly able to cure ever thing 
from neurasthenia to consumption . n t e une 1885 issue of Outing, 
Minna Gould Smith endorsed cycling as a great curative for a woman 
suffering from the ailments variously categorized as "exhaustion," "nervous-
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Glorious mobility and freedom made owning a bike the dream of men 
and women alike and a sign of progress for most advocates of fitness. 
Cabinet photograph, Jackson, Norwalk, Conn. , ca. 1900. 
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ness," or neurasthenia. Mary Wood-Allen, in What Every Young Girl 
Ought to Know (1905), considered bicycling a capital exercise if done in 
moderation-and if the cyclist remembered to keep the "gluteal muscles 
... closely held together." The medical and sporting journals of the late 
188os and 189os are replete with articles applauding the bicycle as a great 
instrument of health. In the Medical News in 1897, one author noted a 
decrease in cases of phthisis among young women in Massachusetts, a 
decline that corresponded to an increase in the use of bicycles among the 
same group. 15 

The bicycle also offered another potential boon to American womanhood, 
or so its proponents maintained; it helped women carry and bear children 
-according to one enthusiast, developing the muscles of the uterus, thereby 
easing childbirth. Such reasoning was usually subtly presented under the 
general idea that bicycling made women fit for marriage, childbirth, and 
motherhood. As a practical matter, however, the bicycle enthusiasm of the 
turn of the century was restricted to the middle class-almost totally white 
and of Anglo-Saxon or northern European descent. This advocacy may have 
implicitly addressed the problem of " race suicide," or at least the perceived 
need to have healthier and larger families .16 

The bicycle also received support from physicians and health reformers J 
because it made dress reform for women almost a necessity. Corsets did not 
disappear with the advent of bicycling, but they became less restrictive and 
omnipresent. Sporting fashions for women, with shorter skirts (though still 
far below the knee) and even pantaloons or bloomers (for the daring or the 
political liberal) provoked E. D . Page to warn in 1879 that the bicycle could 
be a catalyst to immorality because women riders would inevitably hike up 
their skirts, demonstrating their lack of modesty and provoking lewd com
ments from male passersby. He also thought the riding position helped 
shrink a woman's chest cavity, and that for women to overdo the exercise 
was harmful because it "runs their flesh off."l7 

Critics of bicycling identified its health hazards, in addition to the obvi
ous dangers of falling, as primarily spinal and pelvic for both men and 
women . Kyphosis bicyclistarum was a curvature of the spine that some 
physicians tried to correlate directly to excessive bicycle riding. Women 
were also urged to limit their riding because of the potential hazards pre
sented by the bicycle saddle. Until 1895 the saddles on all bicycles and 
tricycles were molded for the male anatomy, and women were warned that 
the design might damage their reproductive organs. Cycling was also 
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thought to cause uterine displacements, distorted or bruised pelvic bones, 
contracted birth canals, and even collapsed uteruses. The advent of the 
"Komphy," an elaborate pad to be worn by women under their bicycling 
clothes, helped alleviate this concern somewhat, as did the manufacture of 
the broader and blunter women's saddles of the late nineties. 

Bicycling was also attacked because it allegedly offered women a chance 
to engage secretly in the "solitary vice" of masturbation while seemingly 
riding their cycles for health. Shrill critics charged that women might gain 
sexual gratification by tilting the saddle's front slightly upward. Less scan
dalous but certainly of equal importance was the conviction noted by 
Dr. C . A. Vander Beck, in his journal for 1896 that patient Christine 
McMattie had irregular menses, and that "riding of [the] Bicycle some
times brought on the flow." 18 

Men were also thought to be placing themselves at risk in their enthusi
asm for the wheel. Less inhibited by their clothing, and certainly allowed 
more variety in sport and exercise than women were, middle-class men 
found in the bicycle craze a perfect sort of quick exercise for the faster-paced 
world of the urban industrial era. It was a sport capable of producing great 
speeds over the land, and it would not occupy as much of the busy business
man 's time as calisthenics or gymnastics did. 

But bicycling could have its drawbacks for men as well as for women . 
Physicians warned serious, competitive bicyclists (almost always men) that 
they could develop a whole series of deformities. "Bicycle face" was charac
terized by a strained facial expression, a result of continually trying to 
maintain balance while pedaling hard. "Bicycle throat" was a malady 
brought on by gasping for air that was dirty, dusty, and full of bacteria. 
"Bicyclist's heart" was a disorder that supposedly occurred because of the 
high pulse rates strenuous riding, or "scorching," incurred. 

Even the noncompetitive joy-riding cyclist might endanger his pelvic and 
genital region. Historian James C. Whorton has shown that physicians 
worried increasingly about ~icycle saddle horn on men's 
genitals. They reported treating numerous cases of tenderness of the testi
cles, constipation, bladder troubles, difficulty in discharging urine, and, most 
ominously for the late-nineteenth-century man, "shrivelling of the penis." 
Changes in the saddle design-from a flat seat with a long protruding horn 
to a curved saddle much like those of the 198os-helped decrease and nearly 
eliminate such fears by 1900.19 

Sport and such activities as bicycling were also important because they 
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helped maintain a "spermatic economy." Most physiologists assumed that 
each man possessed a finite amount of sperm, and that this had to be 
conserved for purposes of procreation. For young men, sport was considered 
a diversion from sexual cravings, masturbation, and other such potential or 
actual wastes of sperm. "Football," wrote B. W . Mitchell in the Journal of 
Hygiene and Herald of Health in 1895 , "has ended a career of debauchery 
for more than one youth."20 Even more important for such political and 
cultural leaders as Henry Cabot Lodge and Theodore Roosevelt, however, 
were sport's rejuvenating capabilities for young men. 

The intellectual balance between athletics as a restorer of energy and 
athletics as a drain on energy was a tricky one, but in the 188os and 1890s 
the idea that action brought regeneration and renewal predominated. Gym
nastics and calisthenics had been part of the American enthusiasm for 
maintaining or regaining health since the 185os, but they had usually been 
considered less important than other forms of treatment, such as rest or 
water. By the 1890s exercise and sport-expending one form of energy 
(muscular) to maintain another (spermatic) or to renew still another (ner
vous)-became the preferred activities of the middle-class American male. 

Sport-especially team sports, such as football, rowing, and baseball, and 
strength sports, such as boxing and wrestling-became the most important 
parts of athletics at the turn of the century. Not only did they require young 
men to develop physically, but they developed " team spirit" and certain 
militaristic tendencies thought essential for success in the business commu
nity. In 1897 Edward Hitchcock thought that football forced players not 
only to learn to protect themselves but also to be aggressive while controlling 
their tempers, thus becoming "better fitted for the stern work of life that 
assails us all at some time." By experiencing defeat, men would learn to 
accept life's setbacks while developing the discipline necessary for ultimate 
triumph. Similar sentiments had been expressed by Walter Camp and 
Loren F . Deland, whose classic Football appeared in 1896. Camp and 
Deland implied that football was training as essential for life as anything 
gained in the classroom. 21 

Football caught on quickly among American young men, from the coal 
yards of Pennsylvania to the playing fields of major universities . But if the 
enjoyment of the game cut across class, its ideology did not. Lodge and 
Roosevelt, and their confreres among the military and the health reformers, 
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Football was so popular that novelties in a multitude of forms were 
produced and purchased all over the United States. The young man in 
his football uniform exemplified the sturdy athlete reformers and cultural 
critics sought in the younger generation. Pitcher, American, glazed 
earthenware, ca. 1900. 
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Teddy Roosevelt's rough-rider "strenuous life" philosophy was compatible 
with muscleman and hucl<ster Bernarr Macfadden's ideology of fitness 
and health. Illustration, Physical Culture, September 1904, front cover. 
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perceived athletic training as part of the general preparation of American 
men for the struggle between the nations and the races of the world. 

Roosevelt was the most famous advocate of action and sport as a revitaliz
ing agent for the neurasthenic and dyspeptic American male. His expertise 
in riding and marksmanship transformed him into a folk hero for both the 
eastern elite establishment and the common man in the rest of the country, 
and his exploits on the plains, in the mountains, and ultimately in the 
Spanish-American War were well documented in his day. Sport was, in 
effect, Roosevelt's model for life. Though he favored competition, the 
genteel sportsmanship of his Harvard years turned him against " unfair" 
advantage, which probably explains why he went after the "bad" trusts 

Roosevelt 's safari of 1909 was followed in newspapers across the country 
and inspired all sorts of consumer goods, including these toys, which 
reveal something of Roosevelt's mythic status and America 's racial 
stereotypes. "Teddy 's Adventures in Africa" toy set, Schoenhut Toy 
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., painted wood, glass, metal, elastic, ca. 
1909. 
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during his presidency: they were not playing by his rules. 
Two of Roosevelt's comrades from Harvard had somewhat different views 

about the role of athletic competition in social renewal. Economist Francis 
A. Walker worked for the United States Immigration Service in the 189os, 
where he made no secret of his distaste for the "new" immigrant popula
tions that he saw rushing into America. Henry Cabot Lodge, the conserva
tive senator from Massachusetts, was one of the most vocal advocates of 
immigration restriction and was one of the founding members of the Immi
gration Restriction League in 1894. Lodge thought the English-speaking 
"race" was the supreme group in the world and owed much of its capacity 
to triumph in world affairs to the strengths of character and body that sport 
had taught them. Like his friends Roosevelt, Walker, and historians Henry 
and Brooks Adams, Lodge worried about the nation's future, should the 
condition of American men be left untended. 22 

Roosevelt's stress upon action, athleticism, and the "strenuous life" 
spread outward from the gymnasium and the playing fields to the abundant 
and seemingly boundless spaces of the outdoors. Roosevelt typified the 
male-oriented conquest of the wilderness that seemed to be the new "safety 
valve" or "frontier," which could replace that which Thomas Gill and 
Frederick Jackson Turner thought had disappeared. This wilderness was a 
special sort of frontier, however; whereas it may have been "rough," Roose
veltian adventure was not the hardship of subsistence agriculture, conflict 
with Indians, or threat of wild animals that the frontiersman had ex
perienced. It was, rather, an outing, an opposite and invigorating antidote 
to the urban experience of most Americans. American thinkers from Henry 
David Thoreau to John Muir asserted that nature was a replenishing force 
because of its sublime, serene character, but men of action such as Roosevelt 
sought renewal by the test of their mettle in the world. Nonetheless, it was 
a controlled and channeled barbarism. Just as the chaotic qualities of foot
ball, boxing, and wrestling existed in the controlled, and officiated, environ
ments of the ring or gridiron, the national parks were wild, yet controlled 
-bounded, penetrated by roads, and preserved by law. 

Nationalism and sport received perhaps their greatest boost from the 
reinstitution of the Olympic Games in 1896. From the outset the games 
were seen by citizens, if not by contestants or the games' organizers, as a 
test of national and even racial strength. "The development and training 
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Hunting and fishing were part of the "strenuous" outdoor life that by the 
189os came to be associated with Teddy Roosevelt. Outdoorsmen-and 
women-such as these were enjoying the beneficence of the woods and 
streams, unlike their city-bound brothers and sisters, who were subject to 
"neurasthenia, " or nervousness. Above: "Camp Life, Lake George, " 
stereograph, Union View Company, Rochester, NY, ca. 188o. Bejow: 
"Partridge Shooting, " stereograph, American, ca. 188o. 
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of our college athletes and our gymnasium facilities," wrote the commission
ers representing New York State at the Paris Universal Exposition of 1900, 

" were a revelation to the foreign world. " Roosevelt was the honorary presi
dent of the 1904 Saint Louis games, bestowing the charisma of his political 
persona and ideology on the activities . Horace Fletcher, whose own feats 
of strength and somewhat bizarre nutritional ideas had made him well 
known, commented on the 1912 competitions with more than a little 
nationalist fervor. "The importance of organized physical culture is being 
accentuated by the shame expressed by the English papers at the poor 
showing they are making in the competition," Fletcher wrote. 23 

In addition to the quadrennial Olympic meets, international expositions 
and fairs became one of the popular venues for national and international 
competition. At the Pan-American Exposition of 1901 in Buffalo, New 
York, commentators remarked that the athletic events and the new stadium 
would "live in the memory of the many thousands years and years after the 
electrical display is forgotten." The games at Buffalo not only showcased 
American athletic superiority, James E. Sullivan wrote in the September 
1901 issue of Cosmopolitan, but they also gave " thousands an intelligent 
idea of athletics and of what the brawn and muscle of America represent." 

The Buffalo athletic program opened with a baseball game between the 
Carlisle Indian School and Cornell University. Intercollegiate and Ameri
can Athletic Union track meets, championship basketball ("which is appar
ently America's coming indoor game," Sullivan wrote), lacrosse matches, 
the decathlon, and the marathon completed the summer events (swimming 
events were held at a nearby lake) . Football, bicycling, and auto races 
dominated fall events. "Nine-tenths of the [athletic] records are held by 
Americans," Sullivan commented proudly. It was a dramatic change from 
the situation twenty-five years previous to the exposition, when "all the 
amateur records [were] ... held by Englishmen, Irishmen or Scotchmen." 24 

The successes of American athletes in colleges, in the Olympics, and in \ _Jn 
such professional sports as baseball served notice to the middle class that 71' 
sluggish, dyspeptic neurasthenics had to mobilize themselves to achieve 
their potential and assert their claim to leadership. Sporting goods manufac-
turers were there to help rectify the situation. Late-nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century exercise apparatus for the home changed only slightly 
from the goods first made available in the three decades following the Civil 
War. The ideal presented now, though, was one of muscular bulk, a dra-
matic change from the leaner image depicted in Kehoe's Indian club illus-
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trations thirty years earlier. The marketing campaign for the Whitely Exer
ciser identified their market. It was billed as "the only practical complete 
apparatus for travelers," indicating that those whose work required travel or 
who had enough money to travel for leisure were the prospective consumers. 
The 1909 A. G. Spalding and Brothers catalog, a thick paperback of approxi
mately two hundred pages of sporting goods and exercise devices, illustrated 
not only the multiplicity of sporting goods available but also the new Ameri
can hero. Spalding was big business in 1900, with offices in twenty-two 
American and four foreign cities, and from them energetic advocates of 
fitness could get all they needed to train at home25 

Gymnastics and calisthenics had changed little from the systems of Lewis 
or Kehoe. The exercises and the gear-wands, dumbbells, and rings-were 
the same. The irony of the heightened stress on conditioning for better 
health was that many of the immigrant groups that such men as Lodge, 
Walker, and Adams feared and criticized brought with them strong tradi-
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Apparatus for Travelers. 

The new female ideal form-slender and sleek-and the male model 
shape-more muscular than before-are evident here, as is the Whitely 
Company's altered sales pitch to travelers. Advertising brochure, 
American, ca. 1910. 
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Sandow was by 1 909 considered to be the most perfect male specimen in 
the United States. He parlayed his reputation into endorsements and a 
comfort(lble living. A. G. Spalding & Bros. catalog, New York, 1909. 
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tions of gymnastics. The German Turners revived their activities, holding 
Turnfests throughout the turn of the century, often with military drills 
accompanying the events. Immigrants from Austria-Hungary brought 
Sokols, or gymnastic and athletic festivals, wherever they settled. At these 
games, the traditional gymnastic events were combined with precision 
marching for men and women, and sometimes with American games, such 
as baseball. In spite of what Lodge and others said about the superiority of 
the "English-speaking race," critics were forced to admit that the cultures 
of "new" immigrants from southern and eastern Europe had already inte
grated the athleticism and action that he and Roosevelt urged upon their 
own ethnic group. 26 

The Olympian examples of "American muscle and brawn" redefined the 
image of the well-developed male body. They were not Eugene Sandows, 
but they were athletes of bulk. The "new" male was large, not like Wilbur 
Bacon's crew teams of the 186os, who appeared almost emaciated by com
parison. Exercise to build a large, strong body was advertised as a "microbe 
killer." "Were it possible to find a perfectly healthy individual," wrote 
Doctor H. C. Stickney in the Whitely advertisements, "that person could 
walk unharmed amid all contagious diseases .. .. A healthy animal may with 
impunity eat the tubercule bacilli, drink them, breathe them, sleep among 
them, and escape tuberculosis." In addition, he argued that sickness was the 
fault of the stricken. 27 

Among the other endorsements in 1893 advertisements for the Whitely 
Exerciser were two from a member of the faculty of the Marmaduke Mili
tary Academy in Sweet Springs, Missouri. In the early nineties, Bernarr A. 
Macfadden was just beginning one of the most sensational careers in health 
and self-help. A ceaseless crusader for fitness, "clean living," and an end to 
sexual prudery, Macfadden was a consummate businessman and marketing 
agent for himself and his ideas. In the course of his career he challenged 
nearly every gospel of American professional health care, amassed and lost 
a fortune, founded magazines (True Story is probably the longest survivor 
of the Macfadden publications empire), wrote scores of books, and ran up 
against the law on numerous occasions, usually because of his stand on 
obscenity. He was, like Sandow, a shrewd publicist for his own cause; he 
marketed nude photographs of himself as the best promotion for his ideas. 

Born in 1868 of an alcoholic father and a tubercular mother, young 
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This beer mug commemorates a gathering of Turners in the Adirondack 
village of Dolgeville, N Y The combination of beer and sport irritated 
those fitness advocates who favored temperance and helped to close 
saloons. Beer mug from New York State, glazed stoneware, 1894. 
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Many eastern European immigrants brought their traditions of gymnastic 
festivals with them to the United States. Flexing muscles for the camera 
is a practice that evidently crossed national boundaries with ease. Sokol, 
Minn. , July 5-12, 1931. 

Just as A mericans adopted German and other European gymnastics and 
calisthenics, immigrants took to American sports such as baseball and 
basketball. "St. Paul, Minnesota, Turnverein on Harriet Island for 
Sunday Morning Practice, " ca. 1920. 
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Bernard Mcfadden (he changed his name to Beman Macfadden in the 
189os) exercised endlessly to build up his weak body. At the 1893 World's 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago he worked as a roustabout for Florenz 
Ziegfeld, Jr., who had developed a carefully lighted demonstration of the 
muscular attributes of the Strongest Man in the World-Eugene Sandow. 
Here Macfadden learned the tricks of the showman's trade and found a 
physical specimen whose size and muscle definition he adopted as a model. 
In his own tour twenty years later, Macfadden would similarly use lighting 
to give the impression that his five-foot-six-inch frame was actually much 
bigger.28 

Macfadden figured a title was a necessity in his quest for credibility, so 
he manufactured the position of professor of " Kinesitherapy." Macfadden 
became, in his own mind at least, the guru of "physicalculture," a term he 
claimed to have coined, although it had been in use since the 183os. In 1899 
he took over the management of Physical Culture magazine, which, under 
various titles, had a lineage traceable to Russell Trail's Water-Cure Journal 
and Herald of Reforms (1845-1861). The journal's monthly circulation was 
approximately three thousand when Macfadden took control; in two years 
his aggressive marketing, his devotion to displaying women's bodies, and his 
opinionated stances on a variety of issues increased circulation to more than 
a hundred thousand. 

Macfadden established several "healthatoriums" in the eastern and mid
western states, the most famous across the street from Kellogg's "San." 
There he initiated the massive amount of printed matter that was to define 
his theories of "physcultopathy." His aim was to enable people to develop 
absolute purity of their blood through a regimen of exercise, fresh air, bland 
diet, and no medicines. Macfadden hated most physicians, particularly 
"allopathic" doctors, who vaccinated people. Physical Culture was full of 
such articles as "Owning Our Bodies" and "What's Wrong with the Doc
tors?" Like the rest of the professions Macfadden publications attacked
teachers, writers, and lawyers-physicians were accused of of lying, prescrib
ing unnecessary operations, and being bound by tradition and professional 
group protection .29 

Macfadden evidently moved his center of operations from Battle Creek 
to Chicago in 1909. Horace Fletcher noted his comings and goings with 
great interest, writing to his friend John Brennan in 1909: "I understand 
that Mr. Mcfadden [sic] has removed from Battle Creek to Chicago and 
has started a huge physical culture school at the latter place." Macfadden 
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continued to found health-related institutions at various sites around the 
country-including the ramshackle hotel in Dansville, New York, that had 
once been Jackson's "Home on the Hillside." Eventually he settled in the 
"Macfadden Building," at 1926 Broadway in New York30 

For all his activity in the real estate market, Macfadden was essentially 
a showman, on stage and through the printed word. He had been associated 
with touring shows since at least 1893 and was soon on the road with his 
own extravaganzas. With an eye for notoriety, he shrewdly calculated that 
a mixture of sex and body building would certainly draw attention, especially 
from men. 

Macfadden's most ambitious effort to promote physical culture and him
self was the Physical Culture Show, which he had scheduled to open in New 
York's Madison Square Garden on October 9, 1905. The show had taken 
place in the same arena the year before and had occasioned some notice in 
the press, but in 1905 MacFadden made headlines in the New York Times. 
On October 5 Anthony Comstock, secretary of the Society for the Suppres
sion of Vice, had Macfadden and two aides arrested for possessing and 
exhibiting obscene pictures. The pictures were two advertising posters. 
"One of them shows the women prize winners, ten or twelve young women 
in white union suits with sashes around their waists standing or reclining 
in various positions. Another poster shows a man wearing a pair of sandals 
and a leopard's skin breech-cloth," a New York Times reporter who covered 
the arrest wrote. 31 

MacFadden could not understand Comstock's concern. "All this was 
done last year," he remarked, referring to the contests and their costumery, 
"and nobody became indignant." He pleaded that it was too late to call off 
the event or change the rules, since "over one hundred men and thirty-five 
young women .. . from all parts of the country" were coming to the show.32 

The Times thought the controversy important enough to devote an 
editorial to it on October 7· After laying out the boundaries of the dispute, 
the editors judged, "We are bound to say that Mr. Comstock appears to 
have the better of it. . .. Let Mr. Macfadden ... show his culling of the 
results of Physical Culture in private .. . . But let him not project a money
making show of them, for the express attraction of the 'baser nature,' which 
will be its effect, if not its purpose." The editors believed that Macfadden 
intended "to give an indecent exhibition, or else ... obtain money under 
false pretenses." By the standards of turn-of-the-century New York, Mac
fadden's union-suited girls' outfits were too revealing not to be considered 
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obscene or at least sexually suggestive. Evidence that the great "professor" 
knew exactly what he was doing can be found in the response of many 
businesses that ordinarily might have displayed a pinup or two. The Times 
reported, "Despite the arrest, drug stores, barber shops and many other 
places are exhibiting the union-suit poster girls bravely on their windows."33 

Macfadden's British wife, Mary, was described by Macfadden publicists 
as "Great Britain's Perfect Woman," and no secret was made of the meas
urements of her figure for those who wished to compare. Mary Macfadden's 
measurements were "neck, thirteen inches; upper arm, flexed, twelve and 
three-quarters; forearm, ten; wrist, six; chest, expanded, thirty-eight; small, 
thirty-four; bust, thirty-eight and a half; waist, twenty-five; hips, thirty-nine; 
thigh, twenty-four; knee, twelve and a half; calf, fourteen and a half; and 
ankle, eight inches." In England Macfadden continued to push his show as 
health-related, but his "physical culture" still carried a strong sexual sugges
tion. As his somewhat embittered wife recalled forty years later, "The intake 
from our show had been considerably increased by the sale of glossy postal
card photographs of myself in the flesh tights." The highlight of the show 
was the 142-pound Mary's leap from "a high table" onto Bernarr's stomach, 
which he had flexed to show his strength.34 

In 1914 MacFadden's "International Healthatorium" in Chicago was 
run by a small army of athletic-looking men and women in white uniforms. 
In addition to organizing health crusades, the institution was home to 
various educational operations, such as "The Physical Culture Training 
School, where, in one year, you could become Doctor of Physcultopathy, 
Kinesitherapy . .. Hydrotherapeutics . .. [or] Professor of Brain Breathing." 
It also housed much of Macfadden's publishing empire. In addition to the 
magazines he controlled, books rolled off the presses in huge numbers, 
priced from one to three dollars each. Titles suggested self-help on such 
topics as raising a baby, strengthening eyes and nerves, tobacco's evils, 
marriage, diabetes, fasting, skin troubles, asthma and hay fever, and "hair 
culture."35 

Macfadden found his God in exercise for all parts of the body, including 
teeth, hair, genitals, and the body's musculature. He hated white bread, 
although he was not a devotee of Graham or a follower of Kellogg. He did 
endorse "Kellogg's Krumbles" in the 1920s and briefly marketed "Streng
thro," his own body-building cereal; Macfadden complained that he had to 
develop such foods because he was in danger of being poisoned. He ate flesh 
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food even though he thought it full of impurities, believing, like Doctor 
Stickney, that a healthy individual's constitution could ward off any prob
lems . He also advocated fasting, often for as long as a week, to cleanse the 
system.36 

Macfadden gained his reputation as an apostle of strength and fitness, but 
he earned his notoriety for his unconventional attitudes toward sex and 
reproduction. Unlike many of his fitness-minded contemporaries, he did not 
profess a belief in the "spermatic economy." He viewed intercourse as a 
healthy, recreative function, not only a procreative one. He recommended 
large families to readers of Physical Culture and practiced his teachings. His 
wife was in a nearly continual state of pregnancy in the early years of their 
marriage, and she remembered him as "a Leonardo in his perpetual zest for 
physical love." She recalled his conviction that " the perfect man should be 
able to maintain it for an hour's duration." His fascination with sex and 
identification of power with genitalia led him to invent devices for the care 
of the male organ. The "peniscope" was a cylindrical glass tube with a 
rubber hose on one end that was attached to a vacuum pump. Once turned 
on, the machine would allegedly enlarge a man's penis.37 

Bernarr Macfadden came of age as a businessman in the high times of 
the Theodore Roosevelt era, and, like Stickney and others of his bent, he 
either understood or simply absorbed the idea that the individual was always 
solely responsible for his or her own condition-economic, social, or medi
cal. If taken by some serious disease, people had only themselves to blame 
for not being in perfect health. " It lies with you," Macfadden wrote in 
Macfadden's Encyclopedia of Physical Culture (1914), "whether you shall 
be a strong virile animal .. . or a miserable little crawling worm."38 

By 1920 Physical Culture was crammed with schemes and gimmicks to 
help readers change themselves. They could perfect their English by spend
ing "15 minutes a day" with books supplied by the Sherwin Cody School 
of English. They could reshape their noses with the Anita Nose Adjuster, 
a contraption of straps and bands placed around the head that was also 
available by mail. In their "spare time" they could "discover" their "unsus
pected Self" in the "muddle of wrong th inking, of doubt, and self-distrust" 
by enrolling (by mail) in the Pelman Institute of America, a "common sense, 
straightforward course in applied common sense psychology .. . in twelve 
Little Grey Books." The purpose of the Pelman course was to "give .. . 
university-trained boys what their college education ... could never give-
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training in original thinking, in initiative." Other aids were marketed to help 
men develop better memories, speak better in public situations, "read" 
other men by their eyes and eye movements, improve their eyesight and 
hearing, improve the tone quality of their voice, build upon their education, 
eliminate their body odor, and, of course, develop a more muscular body. 
In December 1933 the magazine appropriately added the subtitle "The 
Personal Problem Magazine" to its cover, which almost always featured a 
picture of an attractive young women in some sort of athletic endeavor. 39 

Macfadden's extraordinary success lay in his ability to perceive the needs 
and evoke the dreams of his readers, nearly all of whom were white middle
class men. The large number of advertisements implicitly offered men aid 
in their struggle for a place in the bureaucratic and business-oriented world 
of the American 1920s. There are no images of workers in Physical Culture, 
except for the occasional reference to the man who worked his way up past 
better-dressed (and perhaps better-educated) colleagues because he studied 
on his own, either in night or correspondence school. But the most impor
tant dream Macfadden promised to make real was the well-muscled body. 
If Sandow was the apostle of bulk and mass, then MacFadden was the high 
priest of the flex. He posed nude-in classical poses-from the turn of the 
century onward. By 1920, Physical Culture carried innumerable advertise
ments promising new ways and new gear designed to build massive arms and 
chests-not for sport or activity, but to improve health and performance, 
both in business and between the sheets. 

In the July 1920 issue of Physical Culture, "Lionel Strongfort" (a perfect 
moniker for a strong man) asked readers if they were "all in" and promised, 
"Strongfortism will pull you out." The tall muscular Strongfort clad in 
trunks and sandals was juxtaposed with a smaller vignette of a haggard 
businessman at his desk-the dream and the nightmare for American men. 
Strongfort asked, "Are you a 100% man?" and warned that "no matter how 
brain-trained and quick a man may be ... how can he apply his ability if 
he is weak and sick?" He offered a free book and consultation on forty-four 
different conditions, both mental and physical. The same issue had adver
tisements for "Professor" Adrian P. Schmidt's Automatic Exerciser (which 
promised a "massive chest"); " Professor" H . W. Titus's "Progressive and 
Automatic Exerciser"; the Whitely Exerciser (now used by a man with a 
huge chest and arms); Ignatius Neubauer's book on physical culture (accom-
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Nearly every issue of Physical Culture had as its cover a painting or a 
photograph of a healthy, nubile young woman engaged in some sort of 
athletic activity and clad in a revealing costume. Health and sex were 
intimately linked for Macfadden and his predominantly male middle-class 
audience. Physical Culture, March 192 7, front cover. 
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panied by a "handsome halftone picture of the man himself"); and the 
"physical vitalizer machine" (an electrified pulley-and-rope apparatus with 
a small battery to supply a mild jolt) .40 

Within six months Strongfort, who regularly took out full-page advertise
ments in Physical Culture, made his approach more bluntly. "Are you Sour 
on Society?-ls It Your Fault?" his ad asked. "Does it look to you as though 
every one were against you? Do you feel like rebelling against everything and 
everybody?" If so, Strongfort declared, "you are bankrupt in health, and 
lacking in manly vigor and mental courage." Strongfort promised more than 
body building; he vowed that he could create in his followers a positive 
attitude, and, perhaps most important for his readers, he promised to "aid 
in restoring the impotent. ... I can give you back your dissipated manhood," 
he proclaimed, "I can give you new courage, increased vigor, more pep."41 

Other entrepreneurs of muscle culture traded on similar themes and 
dreams. In the same December issue of Physical Culture, "Professor" Maty
sek offered a "muscle control course" for "but $2.00." Matysek, ironically 
one of those eastern Europeans about whom Lodge and others fretted, asked 
his readers the patterned question of the early 1920s: "Why be only half 
alive?" He promised his readers that he could help them "be a real man!" 
and cautioned that their "success depends upon health and strength."42 

By the mid 1920s the verbal message of strength advertisements had 
begun to change. "Professor" Henry Titus still asked readers whether they 
wished to be "content to remain a second or third rater all your life, or are 
you going to be a REAL man?" But Titus's new pitch to sell his exercise 
machine-two springs joined by a lifting bar which were connected to a 
platform on which the lifter stood-was to "have big muscles that will make 
people respect you." Macfadden's advertisement for the "World-Famous 
Macfadden Muscle-Builder" in 1927 similarly based its appeal on simply 
building "BIG muscles." For only $1.98 anyone could have the five-cable 
size, which developed over two hundred pounds of resistance.43 

Muscles as a key to success in business did not disappear completely from 
the American advertising consciousness; the idea became a secondary ben
efit of size and power as the image of the ideal male body had evolved. In 
1901 Alois P. Swoboda claimed to be "teaching intelligent men, brain 
workers, the principles of . . . perfect health"; Swoboda himself was a 
muscular but by no means bulky individual. The heavily muscled ideal
represented primarily by Sandow-competed with and finally replaced the 
leaner, sinewy look by the 1920s, and the "brain-worker" model of the 
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Living the Strenuous Life 

physically undeveloped man ceased to have the status that Beard had as
serted was his; he was merely the puny ninety-seven-pound weakling that 
muscleman Charles Atlas made famous44 

The idea of building the body to protect the race persisted into the 1920s, 
withMacfadden as one of 1ts most rominent spokesmen. His busmess 

sses ue e IS a rea y oversize ego and u timate y e to his caricature. 
Like Graham, he had an inordinate sense of his own worth and importance, 
but unlike his religiously inspired counterpart of the 183os, he got involved 
in politics. Macfadden thought his crusade should logically take him to the 
White House, or at least to the governor's mansion in Albany, New York. 
He actively sought either party's nomination for governor in 1928 and 
openly tried to discover "what it would cost" him to secure it. Foiled in that 
attempt, he sought the presidency every four years from 1932 through 1948. 
His dabbling in politics took him to Italy, where he became enamored of 
Mussolini. Macfadden thought il duce epitomized the action-oriented goals 
of a "real" man and found the Italian leader's brand of "state socialism" 
entrancing. It was a curious enthusiasm-he also visited the Pope-because 
Macfadden had long believed in both eugenics and theories of racial nation
alism that favored English and Nordic types. Lodge and others of the 
Immigration Restriction League mentality fought hard against the United 
Nations and for the passage of restrictive immigration quotas that effectively 
kept out southern and eastern Europeans; MacFadden did his part for their 
cause by publishing articles in favor of selective breeding and racial national
ISm. 

Macfadden published Albert Edward Wiggam's "Should I Marry a Blond 
or Brunet?'' in Physical Culture in July 1921. Wiggam began by asserting 
that "most people expect to find a difference between a Jap and an Anglo
Saxon, between a Jew and a Gentile," but not between the "Nordic," 
"Mediterranean," and "Round-head or Square-head Alpine" races. He de
termined that human progress in government was accomplished by Nordics 
and recommended that all his readers closely study Madison Grant's The 
Passing of the Great Race (1916). "He [Grant] believes the Great Blond 
Nordic race which has made nearly all modern civilizations is actually being 
bred out by the lower types of the brunet races. If so, no greater calamity 
could possibly happen." Claiming that "the blonds invented democracy," 
"chivalry," and "the modern high position" of women, Wiggam asserted 
that democracy will last only "as long as the blond race lasts."45 

Wiggam carefully defined "blond" and "brunet" so as to not confuse hair 
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color with "race." Body size (Nordics were taller and more muscular) and 
parentage were his indicators. In a somewhat bizarre turn of logic, he 
maintained that Nordic blue eyes, fair skin, and light hair were recessive 
genetically but failed to explain how Nordics were superior if their charac
teristics could so quickly be subsumed. "All our presidents have been Nor
dics," Wiggam asserted, even though many were dark in hair, eyes, or 
complexion. Their national heritage-England-was common; Wiggam's 
and Grant's great confusion was mixing ethnicity with a strange conglomer
ation of anthropology and phrenology. Appealing to his readers-primarily 
white Anglo-Saxon middle-class men and women-Wiggam stated, "It does 
make an immense difference to your children and the future of America, 
whether you marry a Nordic or a Mediterranean." Though cautioning that 
his method of determining a mate could not predict how an individual 
would behave, Wiggam nonetheless asserted that "they will not and cannot 
behave the same " and "will emphatically not build the same sort of country 
to live in. "46 

The core of the argument in both Grant's Passing of the Great Race and 
in Wiggam's article was the same. Wiggam called World War I "the suicide 
of the giant white race." The "Nordic who is the backbone of the country, 
through his recklessly throwing himself on the front line of battle in every 
war, his drunkenness, his aristocratic love of luxury and his philanthropic, 
asylum-for-the-oppressed theory of immigration .. . is facing his own extinc
tion ," he wrote. Wiggam's language invoked the century-old critique of 
Americans' love of luxury and drink and added the new twist of suicidal 
bravery and philanthropy to generate the mixture of pseudoanthropology 
and racism that in the United States culminated in the immigration acts 
of 1924-and in Germany led to Dachau, Belsen, Auschwitz, and Buchen
wald.47 

{ Racial nationalism and eugenics were the dark side of the fitness and 
~body-building crusades of the twentieth century. Macfadden contributed 

money to Margaret Sanger's contraception campaigns to help prevent con
ception in the tenements, but he kept his wives pregnant whenever he 
could. Though insisting that "no wife should have children forced upon 
her," Macfadden nonetheless maintained that "the imperativeness of moth
erhood cannot be insisted upon too strongly," but that it should occur only 
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Living the Strenuous Life 

"under favorable conditions." Wiggam agreed in another article in Physical 
Culture, "Can We Make Motherhood Fashionable?" He worried that 
"lesser" races were outreproducing their "betters" and declared, "The only I 
answer is to make parenthood fashionable among people of brains (meaning 
yourselves, dear readers) and to encourage birth control among the foolish." 
He used the fear of numbers to affirm his point. "In our time the lower, 
more incompetent one half produce children three times as fast as the other 
half, which is socially more adequate, [and] the net result is that the lower 
one-half produces three-fourths of the next generation." Such was one fuel 
for the conflagration of ethnic hatred and prejudice that burned in the 
"roaring twenties."48 

The themes of lost vitality, impotence, and brain-work fatigue permeated 
the sales pitch for body-building devices until1924, the year of the immigra
tion acts . Once the "immigrant threat" was under control, when the "bun
gling horde of dishonesty" that Wiggam characterized as "Mediterranean" 
and the "millions" of Alpine round-heads (Slavic peoples) who raised big 
families of "peasants" were effectively shut out, the body-building emphasis 
began to reveal concern for gender relationships.49 

The stress on size, which connoted power and perhaps even implied 
violence, was a product of gender role changes occurring in the twentieth 
century. Women were gradually gaining some measure of control over their 
own lives as the 1920s approached. The vote-which they obtained by 
constitutional amendment in 192o----was certainly the most visible legal sign 
of change. Suffrage combined with broader cultural changes to alter the way 
men perceived their own physical needs and ideals, helped shape a new 
consciousness and definition of health, and helped strengthen the reasons 
to have it. 

In the 1920s, American men and women participated in a sexual revolu
tion . Just as the bicycle gave young couples a chance to get away from l 
parents in the 189os, the auto gave couples in the 1920s mobility, as well ( 
as cushioned furniture for day or nighttime dalliance. Women also found 
new role models for physical appearance in the twenties. Annette Keller
man, the famous competitive swimmer and movie star, became the new 
~mple of the "most perfectly formed woman." As an athletic swimmer, 
Kellerman was able to cliaTienge Older ideas cl modesty successfully, trans
forming women's swimsuits from blousy cumbersome outfits to knitted 
briefer garb which revealed a woman's contours and bared her legs and arms. 
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The new twentieth-century silhouette for women is dramatically shown zn 
this combination of cheesecake and athleticism. Postcard, photograph, 
American, ca. 1920. 
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SC\U\1\Y\~ 
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Milo was one of the first large-scale barbell manufacturers in the country. 
Weight lifting, they claimed, would develop a heavily muscled body like 
that of the century's new hero, the "strong man. "Advertisement from 
Physical Culture, September 1904, p. 4· 

Kellerman had the typical reformer-athlete's history-invalid at birth and 
finally a champion swimmer through exercise. The Body Beautiful, her life 
story, was meant to serve as inspiration to her readers and as the come-on 
for her exercise system, which she organized specifically for women. 50 

The late-nineteenth-century fashionable silhouette of the wasp-waisted, \ 
heavily corseted woman was replaced by the unbound figure of the sports
woman whose active life was an indicator of her good health and, implicitly, 
her ability to bear and nurture a large family. The Victorian woman had 
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been almost a caricature; for if the corset cinched the waist, it also accen
tuated the bosom and hips, the areas of nurture and generation of children. 
But as critics continually pointed out, corseting also prevented physical 
activity, a result that was insignificant for most American women until both 
men and women accepted the argument that action and strength-the 
"strenuous life"- were the keys to health. Thus, Mary Macfadden's twenty
five-inch waist was "ideal," as were her thirty-eight-inch bust, and thirty
nine-inch hips. Her body was still a visible message that she could bear and 
nurse a new generation. 

The Olive Company of Clarinda, Iowa, defined more specifically the goal 
of physical conditioning for women in 1924, with an advertising campaign 
for its "New National" bust developer. Calling the twenties "the age of 
beautiful women," the company asserted that "if you are not physically 
attractive, you lose half of life's joys." "Womanly beauty"-in this instance 
equated with a full bust-was obviously a sales pitch for a bust-developer 
manufacturer, but it corresponded with a more general cultural definition 
of and openness about female sexuality in the 1920s. Macfadden had 
defined an ample bosom as a mark of a healthy woman two decades before 
the Olive Company advertisement and had run into trouble with the law 
when he displayed women's forms in more modest garb in 1905 . He encoun
tered similar legal difficulties after he published The Power and Beauty of 
Superb Womanhood in 1901 because the book contained photographs of 
bare-breasted women exercising to improve their bust size.5 1 

The glorification of the bosom had two distinct ideological bases and 
meanings in the twenties. For Macfadden and his followers, it signaled 
sexual, procreative, and nurturing functions. For young women, it may have 
meant similar things, but it also signified sexual freedom and power, which 
they were beginning to take for themselves. This newly aggressive point of 
view was manifested in briefer swimsuits and such "roaring twenties" activi
ties as smoking and drinking-activities that challenged traditional female 
rites of submission and child rearing. They helped generate, by way of 
counterpoint, the emphasis on great size and musculature that was exclusive 
to men. While never explicitly stated, invocations to be a " real he-man" 

I embodied a need to assert dominance and power. Size was threatening 
\ enough; it made the actual use of force unnecessary. 
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